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1. Introduction
The study of the properties of strong interactions under extreme conditions is one of the most
challenging tasks in contemporary nuclear physics. While heavy-ion experiments and ab-initio lat-
tice simulations of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) allowed to shed some light on the behavior
of hadronic matter at high temperatures and vanishing baryon densities, the other side of the QCD
phase diagram, characterized by low temperatures and high densities, is still poorly understood.
While it is expected that at asymptotically high densities quark matter is deconfined and forms
a homogeneous color-superconductor [1, 2] (the most favored pairing pattern being the so-called
“color-flavor locked” one [3]), it is still not clear which phase structure is realized at the inter-
mediate range where the density of the system reaches a few times nuclear matter density. Aside
from peculiar states of nuclear matter, other possible candidates for the ground state of cold and
dense hadrons could be quarkyonic matter [4, 5], color-superconducting states (for a dedicated re-
view, see e. g. [6]), or phases where chiral symmetry is broken through the formation of crystalline
quark-antiquark condensates. This latter idea, which has its precursors in the studies of pion con-
densation in nuclear matter, has recently received a significant amount of attention through a series
of model studies, which seem to agree on the existence of an inhomogeneous phase at intermediate
densities and low temperatures (see [7] for an historical overview on the idea of inhomogeneous
chiral condensates, [8] for a review on recent results and [9] for a discussion on some consequences
of their existence within compact stars).
While waiting for the next generation of heavy-ion experiments to probe this region, compact
stars provide the only known laboratory in nature where such extreme densities could be reached.
If exotic phases are realized in their cores, they could dramatically alter the thermodynamical prop-
erties of these objects, possibly leading to strong experimental signatures. Astrophysical data from
these sources could then be compared with predictions coming from different phenomenological
models with the aim of determining the properties of cold and dense matter. It is well known
that in compact stars global electric neutrality must be satisfied. This condition, together with
β -equilibrium, leads to an imbalance in the chemical potential for the quark flavors due to their
different charges. While a complete calculation of compact star matter would require the intro-
duction of electrons and a self-consistent determination of the amount of imbalance through the
neutrality condition, in this work we will focus on the effects of this asymmetry on quark matter
by introducing an isospin chemical potential
µI = µu−µd , (1.1)
and by keeping it as a free external parameter. The effects of isospin imbalance on inhomogeneous
chiral symmetry breaking are non-trivial, and we defer to [10] and [11] for a detailed discussion.
Of particular interest for us here instead is the study of the competition of color-superconductivity
with inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking, a long-standing problem which has already been
considered for isospin-symmetric matter. The original expectation presented in [12, 13] that color-
superconductivity usually wins over inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking was already chal-
lenged in [14], and more recently it was found in [15, 16] that the two could coexist in a finite region
of the phase diagram. All these studies nevertheless neglected the effects of isospin imbalance in
the system, a gap which we aim to fill with the present work.
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Studies of color-superconductivity in isospin-asymmetric systems have been performed in sev-
eral works (see e. g. [6] for a review). Limiting to the two light quark flavors, an imbalance on
the quark chemical potentials shifts their respective Fermi surfaces apart, effectively disfavoring
the BCS pairing mechanism, which involves quarks with equal momenta. For sufficiently large
asymmetries, the energy gain through the formation of the diquark gap is then not enough to com-
pensate the cost of pulling quarks out of their respective Fermi surfaces, and beyond a critical stress
chemical potential BCS pairing becomes disfavored [17, 18]. In this regime new types of color-
superconducting phases might appear, including inhomogeneous ones (for reviews on crystalline
color-superconductors see [19, 20]).
While of course the coexistence of inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking and inhomoge-
neous color-superconducting solutions in isospin asymmetric matter is a fascinating possibility, a
study of such configurations would be extremely involved. For this, in the following we will limit
ourselves to considering BCS-type spatially homogeneous diquark gaps.
2. Model
We consider deconfined quark matter within a two-flavor Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model.
In order to describe the competition of inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking with color-
superconductivity in asymmetric matter we consider the Lagrangian density proposed in [21] and
extend it by adding a diquark pairing channel. Our model is then given by
L =L0 +LA +LB +LC . (2.1)
The first is a free Dirac part,
L0 = ψ¯(iγµ∂µ − mˆ)ψ ,
where the quark fields ψ are represented by a 4N f Nc spinor and mˆ = diag(mu,md) is the current
mass matrix. The two interaction terms related to chiral symmetry breaking are
LA = G1
(
(ψ¯ψ)2 +(ψ¯~τψ)2 +(ψ¯iγ5ψ)2 +(ψ¯iγ5~τψ)2
)
, (2.2)
LB = G2
(
(ψ¯ψ)2− (ψ¯~τψ)2− (ψ¯iγ5ψ)2 +(ψ¯iγ5~τψ)2
)
, (2.3)
with G1,G2 dimensionful coupling constants and τa Pauli matrices in flavor space with the index a
running from 1 to 3. Considering only flavor-diagonal structures, we note that inLA the quark fla-
vors are completely decoupled, while the instanton-induced termLB has the structure of a ’t-Hooft
determinant and effectively mixes the two. For later convenience, following [22] we parameterize
the two coupling G1 and G2 in terms of a common G and a parameter α as
G1 = (1−α) G, G2 = α G , (2.4)
so that α = 0 describes the limit of decoupled quarks, while for α = 0.5 we have G1 = G2 and the
maximal coupling is realized.
Finally, the diquark pairing is described by the term
LC = H ∑
A=2,5,7
(
ψ¯iγ5Cτ2λAψ¯T
)(
ψTCiγ5τ2λAψ
)
, (2.5)
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where H is another dimensionful coupling constant, λA are Gell-Mann matrices in color space (with
color index A) and C = iγ2γ0 denotes the charge conjugation operator.
In order to determine the thermodynamic potential of the system, we perform the common
mean-field approximation by expanding around the expectation values of the relevant condensates
which will then become the variational parameters to be determined in obtaining the ground state
of the system. In particular, we define the scalar and pseudoscalar chiral condensates
Su(~x) = 〈u¯u〉 , Sd(~x) = 〈d¯d〉 and (2.6)
Pu(~x) = 〈u¯iγ5u〉 , Pd(~x) = 〈d¯iγ5d〉 . (2.7)
In the following, we neglect condensates which are off-diagonal in flavor space. This in turn
implies that we do not consider the possibility of charged pion condensation, which is expected
to set in as the isospin imbalance becomes sufficiently large to excite pi± in the system. In order
to be consistent with this approximation, in our numerical calculations we will limit ourselves to
moderate values of µI .
The study of inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking in isospin-asymmetric matter is rather
involved, and some particular care is required when introducing an ansatz for the spatial depen-
dence of the chiral condensate (for a detailed discussion, we refer the reader to [11]). In the follow-
ing we will consider the simplest possible choice, namely we introduce spatially-dependent mass
functions per quark flavor
Mˆ f (~x) = m f −4G
{[
S f + iγ5Pf
]−α[(S f −Sh)+ iγ5(Pf +Ph)]} , (2.8)
where f ,g ∈ {u,d} , f 6= g, and make a plane-wave ansatz for each flavor mass function
Mˆ f (~x) = M f exp
(
iγ5~q f ·~x
)
, (2.9)
where M f denotes the amplitude and ~q f is the wave vector of the modulation. We assume that ~qu
and~qd have the same magnitude, but opposite sign1.
For the quark-quark interaction Eq. (2.5) we focus on scalar condensates of the form
s2A = 〈ψTCγ5τ2λAψ〉. (2.10)
Since for N f = 2 the diquark condensates s2A (with A = 2,5,7) form a vector in color-space, that
can always be rotated by global SU(3)-color transformations, we focus on the s22 direction and
introduce the 2SC condensate
s22 = 〈ψTCγ5τ2λ2ψ〉 (2.11)
which, as in standard conventions, is made of red and green up and down quarks, while blue quarks
remain unpaired. For later convenience we also define the gap associated with this 2SC condensate
as
∆=−2H s22 , (2.12)
1This is necessary to obtain the correct CDW limit in isospin-symmetric matter [11].
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and as in [15] we assume it to be spatially constant.
In presence of an isospin imbalance, the up and down quark chemical potentials will split. We
then introduce the chemical potential in our equations as a diagonal matrix in flavor space
µˆ = diag{µu,µd}= diag
{
µ¯+
µI
2
, µ¯− µI
2
}
, (2.13)
where we introduced the flavor-averaged chemical potential
µ¯ =
µu +µd
2
. (2.14)
As customary when dealing with diquark condensates, we employ the Nambu-Gor’kov (NG)
formalism. Assuming that ψ and ψC = Cψ¯T are formally independent fields, we introduce the
bispinors
Ψ=
1√
2
(
ψ
ψC
)
(2.15)
and rewrite the mean-field model Lagrangian as
LMF + ψ¯γ0µˆψ = Ψ¯S−1Ψ−V , (2.16)
where V is a field-independent term and S−1 is the inverse quark propagator, given by
S−1 =
(
i/∂ − Mˆ(~x)+ µˆγ0 ∆γ5τ2λ2
−∆∗γ5τ2λ2 −i/∂ − Mˆ(~x)− µˆγ0
)
. (2.17)
Here we note that due to the isospin imbalance the diagonal elements of the propagator in NG space
have a non-trivial flavor structure. This, in addition to the explicit space-dependence of the chiral
condensate, significantly complicates our calculations.
At this point we are ready to calculate the thermodynamic potential per unit volume, which
can be written using standard techniques [23] as
Ω(T,{µ f }; {M f },q,∆) =Ωkin +Ωcond , (2.18)
where
Ωkin =−12T∑n
TrD,c, f ,V Log
(
1
T
S−1(iωn,~p)
)
, (2.19)
with fermionic Matsubara frequencies ωn. The factor 1/2 is present due to the artificial doubling of
degree of freedoms by using the Nambu-Gor’kov formalism. The inverse propagator in momentum
space is given by
S−1pm,pn = γ
0 (iωpm−Hpm,pn)δωpn ,ωpn (2.20)
in terms of the Matsubara frequencies and an effective HamiltonianH . For static condensates the
propagator is diagonal in the frequencies and (assuming a sensible regularization of the functional
trace) the Matsubara sum can be performed analytically, leading to
Ωkin =−∑
λ
[
|λ |+2T Log
(
1+ exp
(
−|λ |
T
))]
, (2.21)
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where the remainder of the trace has been expressed as a sum over the eigenvalues {λ} of the quark
Hamiltonian in NG, Dirac, color, flavor and momentum space.
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian turns out to be rather tedious, but can be performed
analytically thanks to the fact that blue quarks do not participate in the 2SC pairing. After introduc-
ing energy projectors which allow us to separate the contributions from particles and antiparticles,
we obtain for the red and green quarks (to get the corresponding antiquark energies it is sufficient
to invert the signs of both µ¯ and µI)
λ fr,g =
√
(ε f±− µ¯)2 + |∆|2− s f
µI
2
, (2.22)
while the blue quark energies are simply
λ fb = ε
f
±−
(
µ¯+ s f
µI
2
)
, (2.23)
with su = 1, sd = −1. For the case of our simple plane wave modulation, the diagonalization in
momentum space can be performed through a chiral rotation (see e.g. [8]) and the eigenvalue part
related to inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking is given by
ε f± =
√
~p2 +M2f +
~q2f
4
±
√
M2f ~q
2
f +(~q f ·~p)2 . (2.24)
Our result naturally reduces to the one obtained in [15] in the limit µI → 0. In order to remove the
divergencies in Eq. (2.21), we employ a Pauli-Villars inspired scheme where we replace only the ε
in the temperature-independent part of the thermodynamic potential by their regularized counter-
parts,
ε f±→
3
∑
j=0
c j
√(
ε f±
)2
+ jΛ2 , (2.25)
where c0 =−c3 = 1,c2 =−c1 = 3 and Λ is our cutoff. This peculiar prescription, which reduces to
the one introduced in [24] for ∆= µI = 0, has the advantage of not introducing unphysical medium
dependencies of the variational parameters which would violate the Silver-Blaze property.
The condensate part absorbs all field-independent terms and reads
Ωcond =
1
V
∫
V
d3xV =
1
8G
1
1−2α
[
(1−α)(M2u +M2d)−2αMuMd]+ |∆|24H , (2.26)
where we used the fact that~qu =−~qd .
After having derived an expression for the mean-field thermodynamic potential, we are now
ready to determine the variational parameters for our ansatz of spatially modulated quark masses
and an homogeneous diquark gap, namely (Mu,Md ,q,∆) (cfr. Eqs. 2.9 and 2.12).
3. Numerical results
In this section we present numerical results of our study. For our calculations we employed
α = 0.2, which should provide a realistic degree of flavor mixing [22], together withΛ= 728.4MeV
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and GΛ2 = 6.6 in our Pauli-Villars regularization scheme. In addition, we will work in the chiral
limit by setting the current quark masses mu and md to zero2. This gives a constituent quark mass
in vacuum of Mvac = 330 MeV. The coupling H will be treated as a free parameter and typically
fixed to G/2. Without loss of generality, we will consider only positive isospin chemical potentials,
µI ≥ 0. All our calculations have been performed at zero temperature.
3.1 Isospin-symmetric matter
Before starting our discussion on isospin-asymmetric matter, in order to set the stage we
first study the interplay of inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking with homogeneous color-
superconductivity in the µI = 0 case. As a first step, in the left panel of Fig. 1 we show the order
parameters related to the chiral condensate as a function of the average quark chemical potential µ¯
for vanishing H. In this case there is no diquark gap and we only observe a first-order transition
(as expected when dealing with a plane wave modulation) at µ .Mvac from the vacuum to a phase
where chiral symmetry is inhomogeneously broken. This crystalline phase extends up to arbitrar-
ily high chemical potentials, giving rise to the inhomogeneous “continent” discussed in [25]. If
we now turn on the diquark coupling, we observe that the system undergoes a transition from the
vacuum into a coexistence phase where both a crystalline chiral condensate and a nonzero diquark
gap form, as can be seen from the right panel in Fig. 1, where results for H = G/2 are shown.
The onset of this phase, which is again first-order, occurs at a slightly lower chemical potential
(µ¯ ≈ 325 MeV) compared to the H = 0 case: this is easily understood, since the formation of a di-
quark gap leads to an additional energy gain against the chirally broken homogeneous phase, as can
be seen from Fig. 2, where the thermodynamic potentials associated with the different phases (and
normalized with respect to Ω(Mu = Md = ∆ = 0) of the restored phase) are shown. The biggest
difference in this case however is that the inhomogeneous phase does not extend to arbitrarily high
chemical potentials: instead, the amplitude of the chiral condensate decreases to zero, so that the
system reaches a chirally restored phase with a nonzero diquark gap (what we will refer to in the
following as a "pure 2SC phase"). At this second-order transition, which occurs at µ¯ ≈ 342 MeV,
the amplitude of the chiral condensate smoothly reaches zero and the diquark gap does not jump.
The size of the inhomogeneous window shrinks as the diquark coupling H is increased. In
particular, we observe that for our particular choice of model parameters and within our simple
CDW-type ansatz for the chiral condensate, already at H = 3/4G the pure 2SC phase has become
thermodynamically favored for all µ¯ over the coexistence one.
In the right panel of Fig. 1 we also show for comparison the value of the diquark gap ∆BCS
calculated for a pure 2SC solution in absence of chiral symmetry breaking. There one can see how
the presence of a nonzero chiral condensate and consequently a lower density of the system weaken
the gap, which in our case smoothly approaches the pure 2SC value as the amplitudes M f gradually
melt to zero.
At this point we can briefly comment on the difference between our results and those presented
in [15]. There, the transition to the homogeneous pure 2SC phase occurs through a first-order
2While strictly speaking this would imply that the pion mass is zero, here we use the chiral limit simply as a useful
approximation for evaluating the thermodynamic potential, and assume that no pion condensation occurs for µI below
the physical pion mass of mpi ∼ 135 MeV.
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transition as the chiral condensate drops sharply to zero. We interpret this discrepancy as a result
of the different regularizations employed in our two works, an issue which is likely unrelated to
the effects of color-superconductivity on the behavior of the chiral order parameters. As a further
evidence sustaining this statement, we observe that in [15, 16] the chiral restoration transition is
first-order even in absence of a diquark gap, contradicting several recent results (see e.g. [8]).
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Figure 1: Energetically favored values of the amplitudes {M f }, the wave-number q for inhomogeneous
chiral condensates and the diquark gap ∆ for T = µI = 0. Left panel: H = 0. Right: H = G/2. For
comparison, in the right panel the value of the diquark gap for a pure 2SC solution in absence of chiral
symmetry breaking is also shown.
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Figure 2: Thermodynamic potential (normalized to the restored phase) as a function of the average quark
chemical potential at T = µI = 0 and H = G/2 for homogeneous chiral condensates (dashed red), inhomoge-
neous chiral condensates (solid blue), only diquark condensation (dotted orange) and the coexistence phase
with simultaneous inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking and homogeneous color-superconductivity
(dash-dotted purple).
3.2 Asymmetric matter
After having discussed the µI = 0 case, we now move to the case of asymmetric quark matter.
It is known that a nonzero isospin chemical potential should disfavor BCS pairing, eventually
leading to the breakup of the diquark condensate once it surpasses a critical value. While we
expect this value to be close to the Chandrasekhar-Clogston (CC) limit, the two might differ a bit
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due to the strong coupling dynamics and the interplay with chiral symmetry breaking. In Fig. 3 we
show the behavior of the order parameters as a function of µ¯ for a diquark coupling H = G/2 and
µI = 40 and 80 MeV. We observe that for these moderate isospin asymmetries the inhomogeneous
phase slightly shrinks as µI grows, although the effect is very small. We also note that, while a
larger isospin asymmetry affects the splitting between the amplitudes for the mass modulations
associated with the two different flavors, the values of q and ∆ remain almost unmodified by the
change in µI , an aspect which will be investigated in more detail at the end of this section.
The effect of µI is perhaps more visible in the behavior of the free energies for the different
phases, which are shown in Fig. 4. There we observe how the isospin chemical potential shifts
the 2SC curves upwards, making these solutions less favored. In particular, for µI = 80 MeV we
approach the point where the solutions with nonzero diquark gaps are almost degenerate with the
∆ = 0 ones. This in turn suggests that significant deviations might start to occur as the isospin
chemical potential further increases. Indeed, this is the case and for µI slightly above this value
we observe that as µ¯ increases the system undergoes a first phase transition from the homogeneous
chirally broken phase to an inhomogeneous phase where M f 6= 0, q 6= 0 and ∆ = 0, followed by
another first-order transition into the coexistence phase, and finally reaches the pure 2SC phase. As
µI further increases, the pure 2SC phase gets pushed to even higher µ¯ and there is no coexistence
region. We see this in Fig. 5, where the order parameters and the free energy associated to the
different solutions for µI = 100 MeV are plotted: the coexistence phase disappears and the 2SC
condensate appears only after a first-order transition at which the chiral condensate sharply drops to
zero. Eventually, if the isospin asymmetry is raised further, the chiral condensate melts completely
before the onset of the 2SC phase, so that a chirally restored window with no diquark gap separates
the two.
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Figure 3: Energetically favored values of the variational parameters at µI = 40 (left) and 80 MeV (right) for
H = G/2 and T = 0, as a function of µ¯ .
Complementary to these results, in Fig. 6 we show the behavior of the order parameters and
the free energies for a fixed average chemical potential µ¯ = 330 MeV, as function of µI . For sake
of simplicity here we consider a more restrictive CDW ansatz which can be obtained by Eq. (2.9)
by imposing Mu = Md = M (we expect this restriction to be not too severe, particularly at lower
µI) . We observe that in the coexistence phase the diquark gap shows a very weak dependence
on µI , changing by about 2 MeV from µI = 0 to the CC limit µI =
√
2∆0 ≈ 90 MeV (where we
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Figure 4: Thermodynamic potential (normalized to the restored phase) as a function of the average quark
chemical potential for T = 0, H = G/2, µI = 40 (left) and 80 MeV (right). Dashed red line: homogeneous
chiral condensates, solid blue line: inhomogeneous chiral condensates, dotted orange line: only diquark
condensation, dash-dotted purple: coexistence phase with simultaneous inhomogeneous chiral symmetry
breaking and homogeneous color-superconductivity.
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Figure 5: Left: Energetically favored values of the variational parameters as a function of the average quark
chemical potential for T = 0, H = G/2, µI = 100 MeV. Right: Thermodynamic potential normalized to the
restored phase. Dashed red line: homogeneous chiral condensates, solid blue line: inhomogeneous chiral
condensates, dotted orange line: only diquark condensation. The coexistence phase line lies above the one
associated to the chirally restored solution and is not shown here.
define ∆0 as the value of the diquark gap for µI = 0). This dependence should not be present in a
pure 2SC phase [26], and we interpret it as an effect of the interplay with inhomogeneous chiral
symmetry breaking3. We observe that the value of the wave number q associated to the chiral
condensate also remains practically constant, while the amplitude of the chiral condensate on the
other hand gradually melts. Close to the CC value there is a first-order transition after which BCS
condensation becomes disfavored, leading to a phase where chiral symmetry is inhomogeneously
broken and ∆= 0. At this transition, the values of M and q jump, and then gradually melt to zero.
Within this parameter set the chiral condensate melts completely at µI ≈ 160 MeV, a value which at
any rate lies beyond the realm of validity of this model since charged pion condensation is expected
3Indeed, for a pure 2SC solution in our model the gap remains constant with µI .
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to set in before then.
Finally, in Fig. 7 we show the µ¯ − µI phase diagram for H = G/2, showing the extension
of the coexistence phase from low to moderate isospin chemical potentials. At high µ¯ the pure
2SC phase becomes thermodynamically favored, as expected. For high µI instead the diquark
condensation becomes disfavored, so that for a given range in µ¯ at high isospin chemical potentials
the coexistence phase ends and only inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking remains.
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Figure 6: Left: Variational parameters at µ¯ = 330 MeV and H = G/2, T = 0, as a function of µI . The verti-
cal line indicates the Chandrasekhar-Clogston limit. Right: Thermodynamic potential corresponding to the
different solutions. Solid purple line: coexistence phase with simultaneous occurrence of inhomogeneous
chiral symmetry breaking and homogeneous color-superconductivity, dashed blue line: inhomogeneous chi-
ral condensates, dotted orange line: pure 2SC phase.
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Figure 7: Phase diagram in the µ¯-µI–plane at T = 0 and H = G/2. Solid blue lines denote first-order
phase transitions, while dashed red lines indicate second-order ones. The label “hom χSB” characterizes a
region where M 6= 0, q = ∆ = 0, “χSB+2SC” denotes a region with M 6= 0, q 6= 0, ∆ 6= 0, while “inhom
χSB” corresponds to a region characterized by M 6= 0, q 6= 0,∆= 0 and “pure 2SC” labels a domain where
M = 0, ∆ 6= 0.
4. Summary and outlook
We investigated isospin-asymmetric two-flavor quark matter within an extended NJL model,
focusing in particular on the interplay between inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking and
11
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color-superconductivity. For simplicity, we assumed the diquark gap to be spatially homogeneous,
a constraint which becomes increasingly restrictive as higher isospin asymmetries are considered.
We found that at vanishing isospin chemical potential, as the density of the system increases there is
a first-order phase transition from the normal homogeneous chirally broken phase to a coexistence
region where inhomogeneous chiral symmetry breaking and a nonzero homogeneous 2SC gap are
simultaneously present. The presence of a diquark gap leads to a gradual melting of the chiral
condensate, so that beyond a critical baryon chemical potential there is a second phase transition to
a pure 2SC phase. As a consequence, the inhomogeneous “continent” disappears. The size of the
coexistence region depends on the strength of the diquark coupling, and for larger values such as
H = 3/4G the pure 2SC phase becomes thermodynamically favored over all inhomogeneous so-
lutions. In order to determine whether such a window can still exist for larger couplings, it would
be interesting to consider inhomogeneous solutions which are considered to be thermodynami-
cally more favored than simple plane waves [24, 27], although this would significantly complicate
calculations.
We found that for small isospin asymmetries, the size of this coexistence window is almost
unaffected by the value of the isospin chemical potential, while for larger values of µI the diquark
condensation gets pushed to higher chemical potential, allowing for the existence of an intermediate
phase where chiral symmetry is inhomogeneously broken but no color-superconducting gap is
formed. Of course this scenario should be taken with care, since in this work we neglected the
possibility of formation of crystalline color-superconducting condensates, which are expected to
appear in imbalanced systems for sufficiently high asymmetries. Is it then very likely that the
real ground state of dense matter under these conditions is a coexistence phase where both the
chiral condensate and the diquark gap are spatially modulated. As a matter of fact, if the chiral
condensate becomes inhomogeneous and induces a spatial dependence on the density of the system,
it is entirely possible that color-superconducting islands start forming in the high density regions
of the system already at zero isospin chemical potential. This is a fascinating possibility that would
require however a numerically intensive computation, e.g. by combining the numerical method
developed in [28] for inhomogeneous color-superconductivity with the one described in [27] for
crystalline chiral condensates.
Ultimately, our aim is to provide a realistic description of matter in the core of compact stars.
For this, our model should be extended to incorporate the effects of strong magnetic fields and vec-
tor interactions, both of which are expected to have strong effects on the size of the inhomogeneous
phase and its properties, see [29, 30] and [31], respectively. Whether these effects extend the coex-
istence region of chiral symmetry breaking and color-superconductivity or simply push the diquark
onset to higher chemical potentials is a very interesting question which should be addressed within
explicit model calculations.
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